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Different people would have different reasons when going for matchmakers or matchmaking servic

The following quotes nearly summarize almost all overt reasons why nowadays more and more peop

"...Tired of chance meetings: Compatible Introductions will introduce you to many more compati
Time is a precious commodity in the 21st century: You don’t want to waste time meeting people
Safety: All of our members are carefully pre-screened. We meet and interview all our new membe
Personalized and individual: we always inform you in advance personally before you are introdu
No ’blind date’: you see the person in a color photo before you are going to me.
Ready for Commitment: Our members are sincerely interested in finding a compatible mate.
You are selective: You want to know whom you are going to meet in advance.
You achieved your professional goals... now is the time to focus on your personal goals..."

"...Matchmaking services are a perfect alternative to pubs and clubs ... completely confidenti

"...discreet, safe and caring way of finding a real relationship in today’s uncertain environm

"...Most busy professionals don’t have the time and resources for meeting other single, succes
A personal matchmaker can screen and pre-qualify the right matches for you similar to the way
It’s all about TARGET MARKETING.
Sometimes, single people are guilty of selecting Mr. or Mrs. wrong over and over again. A matc
A personal matchmaker provides the privilege of a wide variety of choices. It’s a ’numbers’ ga
It’s more dignified and safe. You don’t have to suffer the awkward indignity of blind dating o
No more singles events, clubs or mixers with no guarantee of who you meet and/or if they’ll me
A matchmaker represents many intangible aspects of a person’s identity beyond what a simple ph

"Quality Singles... introduces you to great people you’d never meet on your own.
No Games - Online chat seldom works... for people who truly want to meet someone special and d
Meet Serious Singles...don’t just want to date. They are interested in meaningful long-term re
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